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To understand today – 
even in the harsh glare of modern problems – 

one needs the context of the past.

One cannot understand today’s Iran 

without also recognizing what we all owe to 

and have inherited from Persia, 

out of which modern Iran evolved.

Bruce ZucKermAn
myron and marian casden director 

and Professor of religion and linguistics, 
university of southern california
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WhY irAniAn sTudies
We believe a knowledge of Persian language along with 

an objective understanding of iran’s historical, cultural, and 

socioeconomic background will be an invaluable asset to any 

individual or entity active in foreign diplomacy, economics, 

energy, academia, and/or defense. 

However, the benefits of having a comprehensive Iranian studies 

program at a prestigious academic institution such as usc extend 

well beyond these practical applications.  

With this program, young iranian Americans in diaspora can reclaim 

their cultural identity. it gives them a chance to help preserve the 

language of their parents, grandparents, and ancestors. it makes 

it possible for them to learn 

about their rich heritage and 

reconnect with their roots.  

And more importantly, it helps 

to bridge the differences 

and strengthen communities 

by sharing iran’s culture, 

literature, and history with 

non-iranians.

“

“

I am from China, currently living in Los Angeles. I am a student in USC’s 
Iranian Studies program. I would love to visit Iran one day, especially 

interested in visiting Isfahan because after all, Isfahan is ‘half the world’!

“ “ I don’t think any student who wants 
to graduate with a degree in Middle East 

Studies can really think of him— herself as 
well-educated about the Middle East region 
without some grasp, some understanding of 

current Iranian culture, politics, and history.

laurie Brand

Zesheng (Jason) chen 

WhY noW
We live at an interesting juncture in time. on 

one hand, hardly a day goes by that one 

doesn’t see, hear, or read about the social, 

cultural, and political tensions around the 

world. on the other hand, we know that the 

millennials are a generation of hyper-connected 

multi-culturalists: they are aware of, and curious 

or fascinated by, other cultures and countries. 

iran, thanks to its geopolitical position, has 

always been a significant player in the Middle 

east region. As this country continues to play 

a more active role in both regional and 

global economic and political arenas, the 

inherent advantage of cultivating a deeper 

understanding of its rich culture and customs 

becomes increasingly apparent. 

so the timing seems quite perfect for this 

partnership between Farhang Foundation’s 

iranian studies council and usc. Together, these 

two entities, with the support of the community, 

can champion and lead the path to greater 

social harmony and progress through fostering 

an accurate and objective understanding of 

iran and iranian culture.
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WhY FArhAng FoundATion
Farhang Foundation believes that the most 

immediate and enduring way to preserve iranian 

heritage and honor its culture, history, and language 

is through education. 

in 2010, with the generous and passionate support of 

a group of iranian Americans who shared the same 

belief, Farhang Foundation’s iranian studies council 

was created. 

This council’s principal task was to develop the 

first comprehensive Iranian Studies program at a 

premiere private research university in los Angeles. 

usc was our choice.

WhY usc
USC is one of the most influential universities in Southern 

california, with a solid reputation as the training ground 

for global leaders, future innovators, and change agents. 

This university has also been the academic hub of a large 

number of iranian students, professors, administrators, 

alumni, and donors since the early 1970s. 

so when it came to choosing an academic partner 

for the iranian studies program, usc was the ideal 

choice. it shared our vision and ambition, and it 

could ensure our success. To our delight, usc eagerly 

welcomed our proposal.  

The iranian studies Program at usc is unique in that 

it offers a broader focus on medieval and modern 

iran. Furthermore, as a successful private university, usc 

is free of the typical constraints experienced by 

state institutions. This means greater freedom and 

flexibility by the faculty 

and administrators to grow 

and adapt the program 

based on the students’ 

changing needs. This is 

a critical advantage to 

help ensure the success of 

our program.

“ “The most impactful way of celebrating and communicating Iran’s 
culture is by sharing its heritage and history through education.

And at its core, this is what Farhang Foundation is about. 
Iranian Studies at USC will be the lasting legacy of Farhang.

haleh emrani “ “USC is one of the most diverse universities in the country, and 
many international students who take Iranian Studies classes 
can use that knowledge when they go back to their countries to 

establish relationships with Iran in various fields, maybe in politics, 
in international relations and business, and this will enrich the 
international community, not only for the region but as a globe.

Hani Khafipour
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nov 2010
Farhang Foundation’s
iranian studies initiative
Official Launch [pg 13]

ocT 29, 2010
signing ceremony: Phase i
[pg 13]

JAn 31, 2012
The republic of the 
imagination: An 
evening with 
Azar Nafisi [pg15]

APril 7, 2013
The discourse of 

modernity in iran, 
a lecture by dr. 

Abbas milani
[pg 15]

APr 22, 2013
 iran and the caucasus: A 
long-standing legacy of 

historical and cultural Ties, 
a talk by dr. Kaveh Farrokh 

[pg 15]

nov 2-17, 2013
creative Writing Workshop 
with Abbas Maroufi [pg 17]

nov 15-16, 2014
usc creative Writing 
Workshop by nima 
Dehghani [pg 22]

mAr 7, 2015
interactive music 

Workshop with Kourosh 
Taghavi [pg 23]

APr 27-28, 2014
lecture & Writing 

Workshop with masoud 
Behnoud [pg 19]

seP 13, 2013
usc visions & voices 

presented an evening 
with Prof. dick davis 

[pg 34]

ocT 15, 2015
Workshop on Traditional 

Iranian Music [pg 28]

nov 15, 2015
siBArg ensemble 

concert: Persian/Jazz 
Improvisation [pg 29]

nov 23, 2015
The Annual celebration of 
iranian-Trojan Achievements 
by PACSA (2015) [pg 30]

ocT 27, 2013
hamlet, Prince of 
grief [pg 18]

nov 23, 2014
The Annual celebration of 
iranian-Trojan Achievements 
by PACSA (2014) [pg 20]

APr 22, 2015
The 1953 coup revisited 
and the roots of modern 
u.s.-iranian relations 
[pg 24]

ocT 3-4, 2015
Teaching Persian 

in the 21st century 
[pg 37]

dec 4, 2015
iran’s Post-sanctions economy: 
challenges and opportunities 
[pg 31]

APr 10, 2015
inaugural Farhang 

Foundation usc 
iranian studies initiative 

conference: iranian 
culture & diaspora 

[pg 26]

APr 18-19, 2015
los Angeles Times 

Festival of Books 
at USC [pg 27]

APr 5, 2015
From France to iran: 

French orientalism & the 
Persian Court [pg 25]

nov 3-4, 2014
“nader shah: Warlord or 
national hero” and “neither 
east nor West: The roots of 
the iranian Quest for self-
Sufficiency” - Two talks by 
Rudi Matthee [pg 21]

June 19, 2013
signing ceremony: Phase ii
[pg 13]

ocT 13, 2013
cyrus cylinder: modern 
myths and Ancient 
Realities [pg 16]

dec 14, 2015
signing ceremony: Phase iii
[pg 13]

Jun 2011
usc dornsife college 
names dr. Peyman 
nojoumian Assistant 
Professor of the 
teaching of Persian
[pg 13]

FeB 2011
Farhang Foundation’s 
Phase i Kickoff 
celebration at usc

seP 25, 2011
An Afternoon with

noureddin Zarrin-Kelk:
The Father of iranian 

Animation [pg 14]

milesTones
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• EvENTS   • KEy MILESTONES
• LECTURE SERIES   • WORKSHOPS

Time increments not shown to scale.
Not all events listed.

ocT 1, 2012
dr. majid naini: rumi’s 

discoveries and magical 
Prescription of World Peace

[pg 15]
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sTudenT enrollmenT
Farhang Foundation’s isi curriculum at usc has doubled each year since inception 
and is projected to grow at 35% to become one of dornsife’s premiere programs.

13

AccomPlishmenTs

ProJecT PhAses
in January 2010, in response to Farhang 
Foundation’s interest in supporting an 
iranian studies initiative, usc proposed 
a multiphased program:

PhAse i
The creation of 

Persian language 
classes

PhAse ii
The development 

of an iranian studies 
minor program

PhAse iii
The establishment 

of an iranian studies 
major program

FundrAising milesTones
2010 incePTion  Partnership between Farhang Foundation and usc  —

2011 PhAse i Persian language classes with dr. nojoumian  $250,000 

2013 PhAse ii Iranian Studies Minor Program with Professor Khafipour  $825,000 

2019 PhAse iii iranian studies major Program under the middle east studies Program  $1,500,000

50

100

150

200

250

STUDENTS

ACTUAL LEVELS

Language Classes
Literature & History

Language Classes
Literature & History

PROJECTED LEVELS

2011

29

77

118

172

212

96

116

2012 2013 2014 2015* 2016 2017 2018

8

Program
Restructure

*2015 marks
first year
to split
elementary
from
advanced
Persian

“

“

Studying Persian helps me not only become a well-educated student 
of International Relations, but it also gives me a deep knowledge of the 

country’s culture and customs that allows me to be an informed global citizen.
Kaitlyn hittelman (Persian-iii student)



lecTure series
Since its inception in 2011, the Iranian Studies program at USC has benefited its students by offering them 

a variety of lectures and presentations by renowned scholars and experts in the field of Iranian studies. 

Farhang Foundation has been a proud sponsor of a number of these presentations organized by various 

usc entities including visions & voices, as well as the Persian Academic and cultural student Association.

Following is a listing of these events to date:

An AFTernoon WiTh 
noureddin ZArrin-KelK: 
The FATher oF irAniAn AnimATion
Farhang Foundation and the iranian studies council at usc were the proud 

cosponsors of a retrospective screening and conversation with noureddin 

Zarrin-Kelk, the father of iranian animation. 

organized by the usc school of cinematic Arts 

and open to the public, this on-campus program 

included the north American premiere of Zarrin-Kelk’s 

2011 film, Bani Adam, followed by a Q&A session 

and an afternoon serving of traditional iranian tea. 

As part of the activities, a dinner reception was 

hosted by Farhang’s iranian studies council at usc 

at a private home, the night before the event. 

noureddin Zarrin-Kelk, affectionately called noori, started his career at 16, 

drawing caricatures for iranian magazines. After earning a Ph.d. in 

pharmacology, he worked as an illustrator trying to change the long-held 

tradition of imageless textbooks in iran. While working at iran’s institute for 

the intellectual development of children and Young Adults, noori became 

interested in the art of animation. in Belgium he studied animation with 

Raoul Servais and was soon making films for children. He has since 

advanced iranian animation almost singlehandedly by founding the 

country’s first animation school in 1974 and Iran’s branch of the International 

Animated Film society in 1987.

The republic of the imagination: 
An Evening with Azar Nafisi
Azar Nafisi is the critically acclaimed author of 
Reading Lolita in Tehran, a long-running number 
one new York Times best seller published in thirty-
two languages, and Things I’ve Been Silent About, 
also a new York Times best seller. A fellow at 
Johns hopkins university’s school of Advanced 
international studies, she has taught at oxford 
university and several universities in Tehran.

The discourse of modernity in iran: 
A lecture by dr. Abbas milani
Abbas milani is the hamid & christina moghadam 
director of iranian studies at stanford university 
and a Professor (by courtesy) in the division of 
stanford global studies. he has been one of 
the founding codirectors of the iran democracy 
Project and a research fellow at the hoover 
institution.

dr. majid naini: 
rumi’s discoveries and magical 
Prescription of World Peace
dr. majid naini is one of the world’s foremost 
rumi scholars. he holds a Ph.d. in computer 
and information science & Technology from the 
university of Pennsylvania.

iran and the caucasus: 
A long-standing legacy of 
historical and cultural Ties, 
a talk by dr. Kaveh Farrokh
dr. Kaveh Farrokh is dedicated to the 
Advancement of Ancient iranian and classical 
studies.  An author specializing in iranian history, 
he is also a frequent lecturer on iran-related topics 
at the university of British columbia. his major 
focus is the relationship between ancient iran and 
the civilizations of the greco-roman world (and 
its european successors), india, china and the Far 
east, and the Arabo-islamic world.
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cYrus cYlinder: modern 
mYThs And AncienT reAliTies
in conjunction with Farhang Foundation’s support of 

the cyrus cylinder exhibition at the getty villa, Farhang 

sponsored a highly successful and well-attended scholarly 

conference on the subject at usc. 

With members of the public and many students in 

attendance, “cyrus cylinder: modern myths and Ancient 

realities” explored Persian history and the early roots of 

religious tolerance and human rights promoted in Ancient 

Persia by cyrus the great, as demonstrated by liberating 

the Jewish people from Babylonian captivity. 

moderated by lynn dodd (Associate Professor of the 

Practice of religion at usc), the panel included an 

illustrious lineup of scholars: elizabeth carter (chair, 

department of near eastern languages and cultures 

at uclA), ryan Byrne (research Associate, university 

of Texas, Austin), Bruce Zuckerman (myron and marian 

casden director and Professor of religion and linguistics 

at usc), and Tamara eskenazi (Professor of Bible at 

hebrew union college). 

This event served as a prelude to a panel hosted by the 

usc Annenberg school for communication and 

Journalism that focused on the broader global 

implications of the cyrus cylinder.

creATive WriTing 
WorKshoP WiTh 
ABBAs mArouFi 
A creative writing workshop at usc, led by the 

well-known contemporary writer Abbas Maroufi, 

was presented by PAcsA* and sponsored by 

Farhang Foundation. The workshop series kicked 

off with a lecture  followed by a reading from 

one of Abbas Maroufi’s novels. Taking place over 

the course of six sessions, the program covered 

a number of topics including interactive writing, 

introduction of modern writing elements, and 

a comparison of different writing styles. The 

workshop also included two movie screenings, 

followed by discussions of the story elements 

featured within each movie.

* The Persian Academic and Cultural Student Association at USC
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hAmleT, Prince oF grieF
PAcsA presented Hamlet, Prince of Grief, a 

one-man show by the leev Theater group 

that explored the universal themes of domestic 

and political betrayal and death. Attracting a 

diverse audience of iranians and non-iranians, 

the event included a moving performance by 

the acclaimed actor Afshin hashemi, followed 

by a poignant Q&A session.  

Hamlet, Prince of Grief was written by 

mohammad charmshir. it was directed by 

mohammad Aghebati and produced by 

mehrnoush Aliaghaei. Farhang Foundation 

was a proud sponsor of this thought-provoking 

theatrical experience.

lecTure & WriTing WorKshoP 
WiTh mAsoud Behnoud
Farhang Foundation was a proud sponsor of a lecture 

and two workshops by masoud Behnoud, presented 

by PAcsA. in his lecture, masoud Behnoud covered a 

range of topics on literature and journalism in the current 

atmosphere of iran. The lecture was followed by a Q&A 

session. mr. Behnoud’s workshops focused on topics such 

as discontinuity of history in iran and iranian media in exile.

masoud Behnoud is a prominent iranian 

journalist, historian, and writer currently residing 

in the united Kingdom.
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Farhang Foundation was pleased to support a delightful 
event last fall hosted by usc’s Persian Academic and 
cultural student Association (PAcsA) in celebration of 
recent achievements, including the thriving iranian studies 
minor program at usc as well as PAcsA’s continued 
growth. The evening featured music, food, networking 
opportunities, and a very special musical performance 
by the talented duo, sara naeini and reza rohani.

usc dornsiFe-FArhAng FoundATion 
irAniAn sTudies iniTiATive lecTure series
usc’s middle east studies Program presented two lectures as part of the 
usc dornsife-Farhang Foundation iranian studies initiative lecture series. 
“nader shah: Warlord or national hero” featured an insightful presentation 
by Professor rudi matthee (university of delaware) on nader shah and 
Karim Khan Zand. The following day, Professor matthee presented “neither 
East nor West: The Roots of the Iranian Quest for Self-Sufficiency,” a lecture 
on the historical roots of iran’s desire to be politically and economically 
self-sufficient. Following the events, both lectures were made available for 
online viewing.

The AnnuAl celeBrATion 
oF irAniAn-TroJAn AchievemenTs 

BY PAcsA (2014)
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inTerAcTive music WorKshoP 
WiTh Kourosh TAghAvi
music lovers with varying skill sets had the opportunity to explore the 

fundamentals of Persian classical music at an interactive workshop at 

usc with presenter Kourosh Taghavi. The audience was introduced 

to the basic concepts of Persian classical music and even sang at 

times during the lecture. usc’s Persian Academic & cultural student 

Association (PAcsA) hosted this delightful and interactive program 

with support from Farhang Foundation.

Kourosh Taghavi was born in gorgan, iran, in 1965. After his 

migration to the united states in 1984,  he began studying 

the setar with ms. Partow houshmand-rad. he later had 

the great fortune to continue his studies of the setar and 

classical music of Iran with Ostad Mohammad Reza Lotfi 

and ostad hossein Alizadeh. These ongoing studies are the 

source of his unique approach to the art of iranian music. 

Taghavi’s passionate and melodic approach to music is the 

foundation of his many collaborations and recordings with 

numerous artists performing both the traditional and modern 

art forms of iranian music.

info source: http://kouroshtaghavi.com/biography

nima dehghani was born in Tehran in 1986. he 

holds a B.A. with distinction from Tehran’s iusT school 

of Architecture and a m.F.A. from carnegie mellon 

university. he works predominantly in the medium of 

theater and performance art, where he elevates the 

audience experience by incorporating video art in 

his performances. most of his work deals with social 

themes and addresses political challenges, often in 

the form of social satire.

info source: Carnegie Mellon
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usc creATive WriTing WorKshoP 
BY nimA dehghAni
usc’s Persian Academic and cultural student Association (PAcsA) 

hosted a two-day workshop with nima dehghani, a multidisciplinary 

artist whose work explores the relations among society, politics, and 

audience interactions in public spaces. This innovative workshop 

offered students the opportunity to delve into various types of text, 

analyzing form, ideas, and structure.



From FrAnce To irAn: 
French orienTAlism & The PersiAn courT
Farhang Foundation and usc’s Persian Academic & cultural student Association (PAcsA) hosted a very 

special recital celebrating the arrival of Western classical music in iran by way of France more than 200 years 

ago. The sold-out concert featured performances by the virtuoso team of Tara Kamangar (on piano) and 

virgil Boutellis-Taft (on violin).

The 1953 couP revisiTed 
And The rooTs oF modern 
u.s.-irAniAn relATions
usc’s Persian Academic & cultural student Association (PAcsA) 

hosted a talk by renowned historian dr. ervand Abrahamian on 

modern iranian history with a focus on the 1953 coup, the basis of his 

highly acclaimed 2013 book, The Coup: 1953, the CIA, and the Roots 

of Modern U.S.-Iranian Relations. Farhang Foundation was proud to 

support such a worthwhile evening.

ervand Abahamian (B.A., oxford university, Ph.d., 

columbia university) is a historian of the middle 

east specializing in modern iran. he has taught at 

the universities of oxford, columbia, new York, and 

Princeton, in addition to the graduate center in 

the city university of new York and over forty years 

at Baruch college. his books have been published 

in english, Persian, Arabic, Turkish, Polish, and 

italian. in 2011 he was elected a member of the 

American Academy of Arts and sciences.

info source:
https://www.baruch.cuny.edu/wsas/academics/
history/eabrahamian.htm
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inAugurAl FArhAng FoundATion usc 
irAniAn sTudies iniTiATive conFerence: 

irAniAn culTure & diAsPorA
Farhang’s ongoing commitment to iranian studies at usc has resulted in 

many fantastic academic programs. This spring, Farhang Foundation and  

the usc dornsife middle east studies Program launched the inaugural 

Farhang Foundation iranian studies initiative conference titled “iranian 

culture and diaspora.” The full-day conference took place at usc and 

focused on the multifaceted social formations and various forms of cultural 

production in the iranian diaspora. Top scholars were featured in the 

program, offering their insights in the fields of Sociology, Anthropology, 

Art history, literature, communications, and cinematic Arts. in between 

morning and afternoon panels, comedian max Amini was on hand to 

entertain during lunch, and the renowned mamak Khadem and her 

ensemble delighted guests with a special after-dinner performance.

26 27

FesTivAl oF BooKs AT usc
For the first time in its history, Farhang Foundation and 

the iranian studies council at usc took part in the 2015 

l.A. Times Festival of Books. As one of the largest and 

most attended bookfairs in the united states, l.A. Times 

Festival of Books presents a perfect stage for Farhang 

Foundation to share iran’s culture with the community 

at large.

Farhang’s booth offered visitors access to an assortment 

of books on iran, iranian culture, literature, art, 

architecture, and cuisine. visitors also had a chance 

to meet renowned authors who made personal 

appearances during the festival. They included cyrus 

massoudi, Aida Ahadiany, Kambiz navai, Kambiz haji 

ghassemi, and Jamie douraghy.



PAcsA, with the support of Farhang Foundation, organized 

this unique music workshop with the goal to help audiences 

gain a deeper appreciation and understanding of iran’s 

traditional music. Part lecture and part performance, 

this engaging two-hour program focused on the role of 

iran’s culture, including its poetry, in shaping this country’s 

traditional music.

led by hesam Abedini (the founder of sibarg ensemble), 

the workshop intertwined segments of musical performance 

with Q&A sessions. Audiences were given a chance to 

experience a piece of music and then learn about its roots, 

principles, influences, and values. 

using Prof. hossein omoumi’s theories including his “Pish-

radif” method, hesam was able to simplify the complex 

structure of Persian music, making it more approachable, 

and less intimidating.

28

PAcsA, in collaboration with Farhang Foundation, 

proudly presented an evening of musical enchantment 

with sibarg ensemble, a contemporary iranian band 

based in orange county. The goal of the concert was to 

celebrate Persian classical, folkloric, and contemporary 

Jazz music.

sibarg is one of the forerunners of the modern iranian 

Jazz movement, well-known for the unique way it 

fuses Western Jazz with traditional iranian music. 

hesam Abedini formed sibarg in 2008 while studying in 

Tehran university school of music. since its inception, 

the group has been regularly performing around the 

world. The current “ensemble” consists of niloufar shiri 

(Kamancheh), ebrahim Poustinchi (Tar), Kyle motl 

(double Bass), Josh charney (Piano), Arian Khoroushi, 

(Percussion), with hesam Abedini himself as the vocalist.

siBArg ensemBle concerT: 
PersiAn/JAZZ imProvisATion

29

WorKshoP on 
TrAdiTionAl 

irAniAn music



irAn’s PosT-sAncTions economY: 
chAllenges And oPPorTuniTies
This event was part of the iranian studies Program lecture series, 

where notable iranian academics and scholars are invited to give 

a talk about their specific areas of research and expertise.

For this particular lecture, dr. m. hashem Pesaran delivered his 

assessment of the current situation of iran’s economy and its 

prospects following the headline-making nuclear deal.

dr. Pesaran has a long and illustrious 

academic and professional history. he 

is the founding editor of the Journal 

of Applied econometrics and a co 

developer of Microfit, an econometric 

software package published by oxford 

university Press. he has been a member 

of the Board of Trustees of the economic 

research Forum for Arab countries, iran 

and Turkey and has served as a member 

of the World Bank’s council of Advisers 

for the middle east and north Africa, 

1996–2000. currently, he is an emeritus 

Professor of economics at the university of 

cambridge, the John elliott distinguished 

chair in economics at the university of 

southern california, and a Professorial 

Fellow of Trinity college, cambridge.

The AnnuAl 
celeBrATion oF 
irAniAn-TroJAn 
AchievemenTs 

BY PAcsA (2015)
A highly anticipated and delightfully engaging 

evening hosted by usc’s Persian Academic 

and cultural student Association (PAcsA), with 

the support of Farhang Foundation. An annual 

celebration of PAcsA’s recent achievements, 

the event also  highlighted the success of usc’s 

iranian studies program. The festivities included 

music, food, and networking opportunities, as 

well as  a very special musical performance by 

the talented duo sara naeini and reza rohani.
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oTher iniTiATives

middle eAsTern 
Film series
The middle eastern Film series offers students and the public an 

opportunity to attend screenings of highly acclaimed films of 

the region, accompanied by commentary and refreshments. 

This initiative is part of usc’s middle eastern studies Program, 

coordinated by Professor guilan siassi and Program Assistant 

Camillia Shofani. The film screenings are complimentary and 

take place on campus.

Some of the films screened in 2015 included Persepolis by 

marjane satrapi, The Square by Jehane noujaim, and Wadjda 

by haifaa Al-mansour.

The FirsT AnnuAl 
PersiAn liTerATure 

sTudenT conTesT 
in PoeTrY And 
shorT sTories

A literary contest hosted by PAcsA and sponsored by 

Farhang Foundation. open to students and recent graduates 

worldwide, the First Annual Persian literature student contest 

called for poetry and short story submissions written in Persian. 

For each category, prizes included $250 for first place and 

$100 for second place winners. Winning authors and poets 

were further acknowledged at an awards ceremony and 

had their work published in a Persian publication.
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PersiAn AcAdemic And culTurAl sTudenT AssociATion
PACSA, is a non-profit, non-religious and non-partisan association of Persian students at USC. 

Founded in 2011, PAcsA takes pride in being a part of a culturally diverse community at usc and in los 
Angeles. PAcsA takes it upon itself to give back to this vibrant community by sponsoring and organizing 
cultural events that will help further integrate the Persian culture into the rest of the community.

PAcsA events strive to create a meaningful dialogue between cultures. They include concerts, presentations, 
art exhibitions, theatricals, music and dance performances, film screenings, lectures, and workshops. 

These events not only act as a hub for Persian-speaking students of various nationalities to socialize and unite, 
but also as a place for anyone who is interested to learn more about Persian culture and language.

PAcsA currently consists of four active clubs: Book club, music club, movie nights, and lecture nights, and it 
hopes to add more as it grows.

Farhang Foundation is a proud sponsor and supporter of many PAcsA initiatives on the usc campus.



neiTher eAsT nor WesT: 
The rooTs oF The irAniAn 

QuesT For selF-suFFiciencY
– TAlK BY rudi mATThee –

organized by usc’s middle east studies Program, this 

lecture series presented over the course of two days 

was led by Professor rudi matthee of the university of 

delaware and is part of the usc dornsife - Farhang 

Foundation iranian studies initiative lecture series.

The first lecture titled “Nader Shah: Warlord or National 

hero” took a closer look at both nader shah and Karim 

Khan Zand. The second lecture titled “neither east nor 

West: The Roots of the Iranian Quest for Self-Sufficiency” 

explored the historical roots of iran’s desire to be 

politically and economically self-sufficient.
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These initiatives are quite effective in establishing a sense of community among the iranian American 
usc student body as well as raising awareness of the iranian studies program among non-iranians. 
This is why Farhang Foundation has been active on campus, sponsoring a variety of these events.

visiTing ProFessors ProgrAm
The Iranian Studies curriculum at USC has benefited students in many ways. 

Through this program, students have been able to take advantage of a variety of lectures 
and presentations by renowned scholars and experts in the field of Iranian Studies. 

Professor Khafipour’s students had the opportunity to hear from the following scholars:

pROfEssOR dOMEnIcO IngEnItO, a uclA specialist on sa’di, discussed sa’di’s works. Professor 
ingenito teaches classical Persian at uclA. his research interests center on pre-modern Persian 
poetry – in particular the history of lyric genres at the intersection of eroticisms and politics – 
rhetoric and prosody, hermeneutics, anthropology of ritual and symbolic representations, 
comparative literature, hermeneutics and translations studies. (Fall 2013)

dR. lIndA KOMAROff presented a lecture on the art of illuminated manuscripts, 
including shahnameh miniatures. dr. Komaroff has served as lAcmA’s curator 
of islamic art since 1995. she is the author or editor of several books, and has 
written numerous articles and book chapters on various aspects of islamic art, 
with a special focus on the iranian world. (spring 2014)

pROfEssOR RudI MAtthEE, who serves as the John and dorothy munroe distinguished 
Professor of history at the university of delaware, visited usc, sharing his insights on the 
safavid period. Professor matthee teaches middle eastern history with a research focus 
on early modern iran and the Persian gulf. (spring 2014)

KuROsh VAlAnEjAd, the Art director at the game innovation lab at the usc school of 
cinematic Arts and the designer of the award-winning video game, The cat and the 
coup, about the coup that toppled mohammad mosaddeq’s government, gave an 
interactive lecture. (spring 2014)

usc visions & voices presented an evening with pROfEssOR dIcK dAVIs. considered the 
finest living translator of Persian literature into English, Professor Davis had a conversation 
with acclaimed poet dana gioia, the Judge Widney Professor of Poetry and Public 
culture at usc, on the great Persian poetic legacy that has inspired his life’s work. 
Professor davis spent a week on campus lecturing on medieval Persian Poetry. (Fall 2013)



TeAching PersiAn in The 21sT cenTurY
An intensive two-day workshop for Persian instructors presented by the 

Palos verdes Persian heritage Foundation.   

The workshop, in part sponsored by Farhang Foundation, was led by 

usc Assistant Professor dr. Peyman nojoumian, who teaches the Persian 

language courses of usc’s iranian studies Program. All participants 

were awarded a Certificate of Completion.
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The 

cypress 

club is 

a student 

organization 

founded by 

Professor Khafipour 

that aims to plant 

trees in usc and the 

surrounding areas in 

honor of the beautiful 

“sarv” (cypress) tree that 

is prominently featured 

throughout Persian poetry. The 

club is on its way to becoming 

a recognized usc student 

organization and will soon 

plant five trees dedicated 

to the memory of five great 

poets of iran: Ferdowsi, 

rumi, sa’di, hafez, and 

Jahan malek Khatun.

The cYPress cluB



FuTure evenTs

some oF The uPcoming ProgrAms For 2016
Following are some of the upcoming distinguished lecturer series scheduled for 2016. These 

lectures take place on the main usc campus and are organized and made possible by the 

usc dornsife-Farhang Foundation iranian studies initiative:

For more details on all these
upcoming events, please visit Farhang.org 
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Dr. Hamid Naficy will lecture at a two-day seminar on the USC campus. The event 

is co-hosted by cinematic Arts and is entitled iranian Post-revolution cinema: 

From iconoclasm to global cinema.

Professor of radio-Television-Film and the sheikh hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani 

Professor in Communication, Dr. Naficy is recognized as a leading authority in 

cultural studies of diaspora, exile, and postcolonial cinemas and media, and on 

iranian and middle eastern cinemas and media. 

FeBruArY 2016

APril 2016
dr. Jeffrey B. nugent and dr. m. hashem Pesaran will co-lead the oil, middle east, and the 

global economy conference. 

dr. Jeffrey B. nugent, is Professor of economics at usc where he teaches development 

economics. he has applied a variety of analytical techniques to a wide variety of 

development issues to countries from all parts of the developing world. 

dr. m. hashem Pesaran holds the John elliott distinguished chair in economics and is 

director of the usc dornsife institute for new economic Thinking.

Pouya Afshar, the creator, character designer, and producer of the animated series “rostam in 

Wonderland,” will be holding a two-day seminar at usc covering the animation trends in post-

revolution iran.  

Afshar is an alumnus of the california institute of Arts character Animation department and a 

graduate of the uclA department of Film and Television. he has exhibited his work as an animator 

and visual artist at renowned locations such as the harold m. Williams Auditorium at the getty 

center, Bovard Auditorium at the university of southern california, royce hall at the university of 

california los Angeles, los Angeles county museum of Art, santa monica Art studios, 18th street 

Art center, Art miami/context, and shulamit nazarian gallery.

FAll 2016

PAcsA AnnuAl sTudenT conTesT: 
“liFe in diAsPorA” Through The ArT oF PhoTogrAPhY

2016 los Angeles 
Times FesTivAl oF 
BooKs APril 9-10



iranian studies initiative supporters
Ferdowsi level
$80,000+
dr. haleh emrani & Ahmad gramian 

hafez level
$40,000 - $79,999
Andrew & nazy Tavakoli

rumi level
$20,000 - $39,999
dr. nooshi Akavan
dr. mehrdad & sholeh Amanat 
mark Amin
Akbar & mandana Azad 
dr. houshang & Yassaman dadgostar 
Bita daryabari
david & orna delrahim
mory ejabat
Jalali Family Foundation
Fasha & Fariba mahjoor
ron mavaddat 
Ali & Anousheh razi
michael & Katy saei
Morteza & Susan Sharifian
dariush & haydeh shirmohammadi 
Farrok & mahvash Yazdi

Khayam level
$10,000 - $19,999
dr. Amir Aalam
Wisfe Aish
hassan Kheradmandan
Thomas saberi
Flora sadeghi
Kourosh & maryam sarbaz
homayoun shorooghi
Taslimi Foundation
shahab & nazila Tehrani

saadi level
$2,000 - $9,999
dr. cyrous Adami
hormoz & Fariba Ameri
Jamsheed & goli Ameri
sam Anabi
Farnaz Azmoodeh
Zohreh Ferasat
dr. reza & ida ghanian
Fataneh ghassemieh
hamid & manijeh habib Agahi
edwin hausmann
dr. mehdi & shahla hemmat
hassan & carol izad
Akbar Jazayeri
darioush Khaledi
nasir Khatami
John & nooshin malakzad
nasser matloob
mehrdad & Farnaz mavadat

Behrooz meimand
dr. mani morshed
george & marcella Pearson
Ali rafati
Ali sadeghi
sohrab & Fattaneh salek
dr. hooshang & elaheh semnani
steve supowitz

sepehri level
up to  $1,999
masoud Abaei
Azita Abrams
Amir Ainechi
Ali Amin
shohreh Amin
dr. mehrdad & lida Ariani
Ali Azad
Arleen Azarmehr
Jacklin Bahramy
dr. Amin Banani
Afsaneh Banki
Firouzeh Banki
hassan Bassiri
Parto Bassiri
minoo Behboody
hassan & shayesteh Behzadi
Thomas Bleau
hassan Bouayad
Ashley carter
Jo ellen chatham
eliane cohanim
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Fereshteh cohanim
Philip & Josiane cohanim
christopher craigo
makan delrahim
shiva delrahim
soheila dirinpour namakian
golnaz eslami (Abbasian-Kashi)
Jonathan & mitra evans
Bijan & Parichehr Farhad
mandana Farmanfarmaian
Arya & Azzie Fiouzi
Keyhaneh Fiouzi
natasha Fischer
dariush & haleh gabbay
sara gaspard
Alex ghassemieh
Alan goodman
robert gosling
richard hart
salaheddin hassan
Fariba hezar
mahmood Jazayeri
gita Kashani

Abe Kashefi
mojgan Kazemi
Parvin Kermani
Wahideh Khaleeli
iraj Khalkhali
Parmis Khatibi
homa Kolahi
Joseph lewis Feldman
Yasmine maghami
christopher martin
Tannaz mazarei
shahryar & nooshin meshkaty
dr. Farin mohammadi
mehdy namakian
mahnaz newman
Arshia noori
Ardeshir & roshan nozari
sharmineh o’Farill
Joseph orlando
dr. hooshang & maryam Pak
William Palmer
John & Farifteh Parsa
salman & eliane rabie

dari rachedi
roshi rahnama
Kendall rhodes
hamid & rozita roknian
Anoosh B. saei
haleh salmasi
Jordan schau
nona shahidi
shahrooz shahnavaz
mohsen sharif
marjan sheikholeslam
cyrus sorooshian-Tafti
hamila s. Tabaie
Azadeh Tadayon
Jason Tarbart
Tania Tavangarian
mr. & mrs. Trapp
mark vakili
Joan & daryush valanejad
vida vazin
Amir Yazdi
Farshid Zanjani
Tom Ziccardi

commiTmenTs To The FinAl PhAse
mark Amin $250,000

haleh emrani/Ahmad gramian $250,000

mori ejabat $50,000

michael and Katy saei $50,000

Farrok Yazdi $30,000

shahrzad morshed $25,000

Ali razi $25,000

Atta Tarki $25,000

mahta emrani $12,000

Sussan Sharifian $7,500

dr. & mrs. hooshang semnani $5,000



An unPrecedenTed success Thanks To Your Passionate support

According to usc, iranian studies Program’s development occurred at an unprecedented pace. it now offers 
multilevel courses in Persian language, modern iran, and iran in the middle Ages, as well as topics in Ancient 
iranian languages and cultures and Persian literature. A number of factors have driven this success:

looking back, it’s evident that a great many people dedicated much of their time and contributed a lot of 
resources to make this program at USC so successful, so quickly. We are humbled by your confidence in us and  
grateful for your support. 

What we have accomplished together as a community has been tremendously rewarding. 

it demonstrates Farhang Foundation’s ability to spearhead a large-scale fundraising initiative. And more 
importantly, it is testament to our community’s immense generosity, vision, and passion. 

While we are extremely proud of our achievements to date, we are not done yet. We must keep pushing 
forward. With our sights now set on Phase iii of this initiative, an iranian studies major program at usc, we will 
once again be counting on your support and generosity.

The establishment of a major degree requires a greater array of diverse and comprehensive upper-division 
courses and ongoing related programs. A major in iranian studies also demands additional faculty and 
professors. This means that USC can create the major only when we have delivered fully on our financial 
commitment to them for this phase. 

Once again, we are calling upon you, our friends and community, to help us reach the finish line and make 
the Iranian Studies Program at USC a world-class educational experience that will immensely benefit students 
from all walks of life, safeguard our language and heritage, and forever change the study of iran.

gROWIng IntEREst
usc students have shown 
growing interest in these courses 
and have demanded more from 
the curriculum. For example, 
the cap on medieval Persian 
literature has been removed 
twice to accommodate 
burgeoning demand. 

pOsItIVE fEEdbAcK
The top-tier instructors and 
professors in the program have 
consistently received positive 
feedback, which catapulted the 
increasing enrollment rates. For 
instance, Professor nojoumian 
has a record 100% satisfaction 
rate on student surveys.

EnthusIAstIc suppORt
The community has shown a 
strong and enthusiastic support 
for this initiative, making it possible 
to appoint top educators and 
fund new courses.

how YOu can help
We are always looking to expand the Farhang Foundation 
family. if you are interested in joining our efforts, here are 
some of the ways you can help:

visit farhang.org to find out more! 

jOIn
to become a member of the isi council

dOnAtE
financially to support Iranian Studies at USC

VOluntEER
your time and talents

AttEnd
iranian studies events at usc with friends and family
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Farhang Foundation is a non-religious,

non-political, and non-profit foundation

dedicated to celebrating iranian art

and culture for the benefit

of the community at large.

AreAs oF Focus

consTiTuencies
trustees, council Members, Advisers & supporters

iranians, iranophiles, and iran scholars who support the mission of Farhang Foundation 
and our programs by donating their time, knowledge, and financial support.

Iranian Americans
These are the custodians of one of the richest cultures in the world who will benefit from learning more 

about their art and culture. They are also the individuals who will later be our cultural ambassadors 
to the community at large.

community at large
We feel that iranian art and culture can contribute positively and should be woven into the multi-colored 
tapestry of great cultures of America. That’s why our mission at Farhang Foundation is to celebrate and 

promote Iranian art and culture for the benefit of the community at large.
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our Team
management Team
Alireza Ardekani – executive director

hassan izad – Chief Financial Officer

Tannaz guivi – Project supervisor

Pariya Beheshti Tehrani – event & development Associate

haydeh shirmohammadi – special Projects director

eric Anvari – secretary 

sara Alvarez – deputy secretary

david. W. newman – legal counsel (Pro Bono)

Board of Trustees
hormoz Ameri

mark Amin - vice chairman

houshang dadgostar

dar gabbay

shazad ghanbari

Ahmad gramian - vice chairman 

ron mavaddat

Aria mehrabi

Farhad mohit - vice chairman

shulamit nazarian

Anoosheh m. oskouian

hooshang Pak

Ali c. razi – chairman

Andrew Tavakoli

iranian studies council
haleh emrani – chair

Farrok Yazdi – vice chair

Amir Aalam – member

Akbar Azad – member

Farnaz Azmoodeh – member

mahta emrani – member

Ahmad gramian – member, Trustee

hassan izad – member, cFo

ron mavaddat – member, Trustee

shahrzad morshed – member

michael saei – member

Atta Tarki – member
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